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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we detail a procedure for obtaining thermal emittance measurements us-
ing a measurement system which consists of a fourier transform infrared spectrometer,
external optics, and a blackbody source for calibration. Accurate thermal emittance
measurements are essential for investigating the physics associated with thermal emis-
sion in photonic crystals, as well as for the design of thermal photovoltaic systems for
the efficient conversion of heat to electricity. [1]
Knowledge of thermal emittance is also necessary for contactless temperature
measurement as performed by Clausen, Morgenstjerne, and Rathmann. [2] Due to
the fact that there are often large temperature gradients near the surface of a sample
and that it is often difficult to get good thermal contact with a temperature probe
(especially if the sample is not a good conductor), accurate temperature measure-
ments can be quite difficult. Contactless temperature measurements thus provide an
attractive alternative to traditional thermometry.
The calibration procedure outlined in this thesis is particularly useful for thermal
emittance measurements of high temperature sources in the long wavelength regime.
Other methods have been proposed that use three measurements of blackbody sources
for calibration in order to eliminate errors introduced by the limited accuracy of the
known temperature of blackbody sources.[3, 4] We, however, are operating at high
enough temperatures and in a range of sufficiently long wavelengths that these errors
are quite small and the simpler two blackbody measurement procedure is adequate.
In chapter 2, we describe the components and design of our thermal emittance
measurement system. Then, in chapter 3, we discuss several methods of calibrating
the spectrometer's measurements and provide a rationale for our choice of calibra-
tion procedure. Chapter 4 describes our initial observation of inconsistencies between
measurements of the system response at different radiation source temperatures, how
we identified the origins of and corrected these inconsistencies, recommendations for
spectrometer operation, and the results of our calibration when used for a black-
body spectrum. Finally, in chapter 5, we obtain thermal radiance and emittance
measurements of a ceramic burner and assess their accuracy.
Chapter 2
Emittance Measurement System
The primary components of our thermal emittance measurement system are the Nico-
let Nexus 870 FTIR, the external optics used to collect and collimate radiation ema-
nating from the device under test, and a temperature sensor. A basic block diagram
of this system is given in Figure 2-1.
In this chapter, we describe the various components of the measurement system,
give relevant design parameters, and assess the system's accuracy.
2.1 FTIR
The Nicolet Nexus 870 FTIR takes collimated light from an input port and passes
it through a Michaelson-type interferometer to the detector. The raw data from the
detector (called an interferrogram) is fast fourier transformed, yielding a spectrum
versus wavenumber in units of 1/cm. The instrument is equipped with an external
source beam port, both MCTA and DTGS detectors, and CaF 2 and KBr beam split-
ters. A top view is shown in Figure 2-2. In all of the measurements to be discussed
in this paper, we used the CaF 2 beamsplitter. The sensitive ranges of each detector
with this beamsplitter are given in the Table 2.1.
FTIR
temperature sensor
Figure 2-1: Thermal emittance measurement setup with FTIR, collimating and col-
lecting optics, external source, and temperature sensor.
Table 2.1: FTIR measurement ranges.
detector beam splitter range(wavenumber) range(wavelength)
DTGS CaF 2  11000-1200 cm - 1  0.9-81um
MCTA CaF 2  11700-1200 cm - 1  0.85-8pm
2.2 External Optics
The external optics are designed to collimate radiation from an external source, se-
lecting a small spot of the source and directing the light from that spot into the spec-
trometer. The system, as shown schematically in Figure 2-3 comprises two ninety
degree off-axis parabolic mirrors and a variable aperture. The mirror closest to the
source (Ml) is a gold parabolic mirror with an effective focal length, fl, of 7.62 cm
(Edmund Optics item number 47106). The distance between the source and M1 (s)
is 11.43 cm, and the distance between the aperture and M1 (a) is 22.86 cm, creating
a twice magnified image of the the source at the aperture. We found that the de-
tector response becomes nonlinear at aperture diameters smaller than three eighths
I
Figure 2-2: Nicolet Nexus 870 FTIR with external optics, ceramic burner source (a),
blackbody source (b), and temperature sensor (c).
of an inch (about 1cm) (due to nonuniform illumination of the detector surface), so
we chose to use magnification as a means to select a spot on the source with smaller
diameter. The center of the aperture is located at the focal point of the second mirror,
M2, which is also off-axis parabolic and has an effective focal length, f2, of 15.24cm.
This mirror collimates the radiation as it enters the FTIR. The parameters of this
setup are summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Parameters of our external optics setup.
fl 7.62cm
f2 15.24cm
a 22.86cm
s 11.43cm
magnification at aperture 2x
spot size when aperture diameter is 1/2 inch (1.27 cm) 1/4 inch (0.635 cm)
FTIR
t--f-i--f2 f
temperature ", - L
source 1 source 2
Figure 2-3: External collecting and collimating optics.
If desired, the magnification obtained with M1 can be increased or decreased by
changing the distances to the source and/or the aperture. A parabolic mirror will
obey the same rules as a thin lens. That is, the effective focal length, f, is related to the
distance between the source and the mirror, s, and the distance between the aperture
and mirror, a, according to Equation 2.1, and the magnification, m, is related to a
and s according to Equation 2.2. Table 2.3 gives a list of arrangements for different
magnifications using a a mirror with a focal length of 7.62 or 15.24 cm and lists the
spot size that would be measured in each case if the aperture diameter is 1/2 inch
(1.27 cm).
1 1 1
- + - = - (2.1)
a s f
m =a (2.2)8
Table 2.3: Magnifications obtained for various arrangements of the mirror, M1, with
respect the source and aperture assuming a focal length (fl) of 7.62 or 15.24 cm.
fl focal length m a s spot size with aperture diameter=1/2in
7.62cm 1/2 11.43cm 22.86cm lin, 2.54cm
7.62cm 1 15.24cm 15.24cm 1/2in, 1.27cm
7.62cm 2 22.86cm 11.43cm 1/4in, 0.635cm
7.62cm 3 30.48cm 10.16cm 1/6in, 0.423cm
7.62cm 4 38.1cm 9.525cm 1/8in, 0.3175cm
15.24cm 1/2 22.86cm 45.72cm lin, 2.54cm
15.24cm 1 30.48cm 30.48cm 1/2in, 1.27cm
15.24cm 2 45.72cm 22.86cm 1/4in, 0.635cm
15.24cm 3 60.96cm 20.32cm 1/6in, 0.423cm
15.24cm 4 76.2cm 19.05cm 1/8in, 0.3175cm
2.3 Thermal Radiation Source
The radiation source can be either a NIST Calibrated blackbody (BB) source, or some
other thermal emission source that we want to measure such as a photonic crystal,
ceramic material, or thermal coating. The blackbody is mounted on a translational
stage so it can be used for calibration and easily moved for a different source to
take its place while maintaining its alignment with the external optics in the plane
perpendicular to the movement.
Our blackbody source is an Omega Engineering Inc. BB-4A calibrated blackbody
source with a 1 inch (2.54cm) diameter opening aperture and operating temperature
range 100-10000 C. It has a built-in temperature measurement which is accurate to
+loC. The blackbody has a neck leading to the cavity opening which is behind another
opening in a metal facing.
2.4 Temperature Sensor
Our measurement system also includes an Optris CT laser thermometer (model G5L),
as shown in Figure 2-1. Given a value for emissivity, this instrument measures tem-
perature by matching an object's radiance at A = 5.2gm to that of a blackbody
spectrum. This sensor has an accuracy of ±flC and is equipped with laser beams
which intersect at its focal point, providing precision positioning and alignment.
2.5 Testing System Accuracy
After designing this external optics setup, we needed to verify its collimation perfor-
mance, spot selectivity and alignment. For the calibration process, it is also impor-
tant that the effects of the system's optics and electronics on the measured spectrum
remain the same between measurements, which requires us to understand to what
extent small changes in the position of the blackbody source affect this spectrum.
We confirmed the collimation and focusing of the light using a bright halogen lamp
as our source. Using a piece of paper in the path of the light beam to see its shape,
we observed that the light did focus at the aperture and that the cross sectional area
of the beam emerging from the collimating mirror did not get noticeably larger over a
distance of approximately two feet (divergence half angle < 0.006 rad corresponding
to a smallest resolvable wavenumber interval of <0.36 cm -1 ) [5].
We confirmed the ability of the external optics to select a spot of the source half
the size of the aperture opening using a procedure described in detail in Appendix
B. This test also showed a drastic decrease in the intensity of the measured spectrum
as the blackbody source was moved slightly left or right with respect to the optical
axis, indicating that this setup is sensitive to side-to-side movements of the blackbody
source.
Chapter 3
Radiance Measurement System
Calibration
To obtain the true radiance of a measured object, the spectrum obtained by the
FTIR must be calibrated. The output of the spectrometer differs from the true
spectral radiance of the object under test due to the detector's response, the optics
and electronics, the transmissivity of the atmosphere, and background radiation. This
can be modeled by:
S(A) = R(A)[L(A) + G(A)] (3.1)
where S is the measured spectrum, L is the true spectral radiance, R is the spectrom-
eter response (including effects of the detector, optics, electronics, and atmosphere),
and G is background radiation.
Another way to model this system is to use complex values for the background
and response terms in order to account for any phase differences that may be present
in radiation that reaches the detector (as observed in [6]). We chose not to use
this model both because we are working at higher temperatures than in [6], there-
fore making the effects of background less significant compared to the intensity of
the blackbody radiation, and because we do not observe the anomalous results that
motivated Revercomb et. al. to take that approach. [6]
In this chapter, we describe two methods for FTIR calibration and argue that the
two spectrum method is the more appropriate for our purposes.
3.1 Calibration of FTIR with Known BB Temper-
ature: Two Spectrum Method
To solve Equation 3.1 for R and G, we need a reference spectrum for which L(A)
is known. We use the calibrated blackbody source for this purpose because its true
spectral radiance is well known. The ideal blackbody spectrum is given in terms of
wavenumber, U, and temperature, T, by:
L(o, T) = 2hc2  0 (3.2)
eT -- 1
where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, and k is Boltzmann's constant.
If we use the spectrometer to get two measurements of the blackbody spectrum,
S1 and S2 at different but known temperatures, we can use the corresponding ideal
blackbody spectra at those temperatures, L1 and L2 , to solve for R and G as in
Equations 3.3 and 3.4.
R = S1 2 (3.3)
L1 - L2
G = S - L, (3.4)
R
The true spectrum can then be estimated from a third measurement (not neces-
sarily of a blackbody source) using:
L3 = S3 - G (3.5)
where, L is the tru  sp ctrum ofthe hird measurement,
where, L3 is the true spectrum of the third measurement, S3.
3.2 FTIR Emittance Calibration without BB Tem-
perature: Three Spectrum Method
Another method has been proposed for estimating the true spectral radiance which
allows the temperatures of the blackbody sources, in addition to R and G, to be
treated as unknown variables. This method involves three blackbody measurements
instead of two and eliminates error introduced by limited accuracy in measurement
of the blackbody's temperature [3].
4000 5000 6000 7000
wavenumber (1/cm)
10000
Figure 3-1: Percent error in blackbody spectral radiance
tainty of ±1oC.
due to a temperature uncer-
This approach, however, is most useful at lower temperatures and shorter wave-
lengths than those we are interested in. As illustrated by Figure 3-1, inherent error due
to blackbody temperature uncertainty increases as wavenumber is increased (wave-
length is decreased) and temperature is decreased. At 1000 C, this error can be as
much as eleven percent in our spectral range of interest, whereas we have a maximum
error of less than two percent when using the calibration source at T=6000 C and less
than one percent when using it at T=10000 C. For simplicity of calculation and with
this justification, we have chosen to use the two spectrum calibration method rather
than the three spectrum method.
Chapter 4
Eliminating Inconsistencies in
Calibration System
The background and response functions, as defined by Equations 3.3 and 3.4, should
remain unchanged between different temperature measurements as long the optics
setup remains unchanged and there are no significant changes to the carbon dioxide
or water contents of the atmosphere. This, however, was not our initial observation;
rather, the response seemed to vary with source temperature.
In this chapter, we will investigate these inconsistencies, provide recommendations
for FTIR operation in order to eliminate them, and show the results of the calibration
of a blackbody spectrum.
4.1 Definition of Transfer Functions
For the sake of simplicity, we made the approximation that G/L is much smaller
than 1 while trying to understand these inconsistencies. The G/L term turns out
to have an average magnitude between 0.01 and 0.06 depending on the temperature
corresponding to S, so this approximation is relatively good. We defined the "transfer
function" to be the measured blackbody spectrum divided by the ideal blackbody
spectrum of the same temperature (Equation 4.1).
S G
TF =- - R[1 + G] RL L (4.1)
4.2 Estimating Transfer Function with DTGS De-
tector
The transfer functions' variation with temperature and aperture diameter is shown
in Figure 4-1. The fact that we ignore the G/L term cannot be the cause of these
inconsistencies since this term should always be biggest for low temperatures (since
L(A,TI) >L(A,T 2) at any given wavelength when TI > T2).
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Figure 4-1: Transfer functions versus wavelength for aperture diameters of 1, 3/4,
1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 inch at T= 600, 700, 8000 C. Measured using the DTGS detector,
CaF 2 beamsplitter, and collecting software in autogain setting. Other external optics
parameters: fl=f2= 15.24 cm, a = s= 30.48 cm, magnification = 1.
Two probable causes of these inconsistencies are automatic changes in the FTIR
settings such as a gain change and changes in the velocity of the interferometer mirror
and detector signal saturation which might cause nonlinearities in detector response.
X(m) x 10-
;(m) x 10 - x (m) x 10 -e
We tested this by making several measurements in which we kept all but one
setting the same. Figure 4-2(a) shows the results of a measurement in which the
gain was changed while temperature, aperture diameter, and mirror velocity were
held constant. The mean percent difference between the heights of these curves is 1.1
percent. For the measurement shown in Figure 4-2(b), we changed the mirror velocity
keeping the temperature, aperture diameter, and gain fixed. The average relative
difference is 27 percent. Finally, Figure 4-2(c) shows two measurements that differ
only in the gain and the fact that, for the higher gain measurement, the collecting
software displayed the message, "ADC saturated" during collection, indicating that
the signal was too large. There is a 5.8 percent difference between the heights of these
two curves.
From these results we see that changes in gain cause at most slight changes in the
transfer function whereas different velocities cause large differences between transfer
functions. The change with velocity can be attributed to the fact that at lower
velocities, more photons can be collected in every infinitesimal interval as the mirror
changes the optical path length.
Also, detector saturation as indicated by the message "ADC saturated," causes
a noticeable change in transfer function height as well as a change in shape of the
curve. The addition of a sharply falling tail in the small wavelength range is the
result of the top and bottom of the interferogram being cut off, leading to sharp
edges which necessitate the inclusion of high frequency (short wavelength) elements
when the fourier transform is preformed.
Taking these effects into account, we were able to achieve much better consistency
between transfer functions at different temperatures. Figure 4-3 shows the results of
these measurements. We get mean the differences in the transfer functions corre-
sponding to the same aperture diameter to be less than one percent except at the two
smallest aperture sizes (1/4 and 1/8 inch diameters).
We obtained similar results when these same measurements were performed at
lower mirror velocities: good consistency down to about 3/8 inch and mean differ-
ences of 3 to 8 percent with smaller aperture diameters. Making measurements at
lower velocities increases the signal intensity, but does not appear to influence the
consistency of the transfer functions.
4.3 Estimating Transfer Functions with MCTA De-
tector
Similarly, we measured the transfer functions from spectra obtained with the MCTA
detector. This detector differs from the DTGS detector in that it has a wider spectral
range (see Table 2.1), is more sensitive, and needs to be cooled with liquid nitrogen.
The extra sensitivity lead to detector saturation in our first set of measurements.
We observed that the transfer functions corresponding to higher temperatures were
consistently below those corresponding to lower temperatures in this set of measure-
ments . This phenomenon can be explained if we suppose that the increased spectral
intensity at higher temperatures caused more of the interferogram to be cut off so that
the measured signal was correspondingly lower. Another explaination could stem from
the fact that these measurements were taken over the course of three hours with the
7000 C measurements done first, then the 8000C measurements, and lastly 9000 C with
a wait of about 25 minutes between each set of measurements while the blackbody
source heated up. During the course of the measurement, some of the LN 2 cooling
the detector could have evaporated, causing it to warm, and therefore decreasing its
sensitivity.
To test this second hypothesis, we took several measurements over the course of
1.5 hours changing nothing (and making sure we did not saturate the detector), to
see if the signal height changed with time. Specifically, we checked whether the signal
height significantly decreased over the course of an hour. Our results are shown in
Figure 4-4.
We can see that there is in fact no significant decrease, though there is about a
30 minute period after the detector is filled in which the signal increases (presumably
because the detector is still cooling). This tells us that the trend we saw in our data
was most likely due to increasingly severe saturation as temperature increased rather
than a change in detector response. This data also tells us that it is a good idea to
wait at least 30 minutes after filling the MCTA detector before taking any data. In
all other measurements using the MCTA detector, we also made sure to check the
liquid nitrogen levels after an hour of use, adding more if necessary.
I our next set of measurements using the MCTA detector, we abandoned our at-
tempt to keep the gain the same at all temperatures (which we have already shown
should not cause significant changes in the transfer functions) and used a neutral
density filter to lower the signal intensity. The results of these measurements are
shown in Figure 4-5 and show the same trend that we saw with the DTGS detector
with transfer functions consistent to within one percent down to an aperture diam-
eter of 3/8 inch. This confirms our notion that the inconsistencies seen in our first
measurements were largely due to detector saturation.
4.4 Recommendations for FTIR Operation
We make the following recommendations for operating the FTIR to maintain the
consistency of transfer functions at various temperatures and aperture diameters:
1. Make sure that the aperture opening is greater than or equal to 3/8 inch (about
1 cm). At smaller aperture sizes, nonlinearities in the detector response become
noticeable. We normally use an aperture opening of 1/2 inch (1.27 cm), allowing
us to select a spot of the source for measurement with 1/4 inch (0.635 cm)
diameter.
2. Use the autogain feature of the spectrometer software to decide what the gain
should be, then set it manually. It is not a problem to change the gain within
a single set of measurements, but setting the gain manually allows you to have
more control and keep track of the settings of each measurement.
3. In the case that the gain is set to its maximum value and the signal is still very
small or is set to the minimum value and the signal is too large, adjust the inter-
ferometer mirror velocity. A smaller velocity will increase signal strength and
a large velocity will reduce it. Since changes in mirror velocity do significantly
affect the heights of the measured spectra, make any changes before starting a
set of measurements. A velocity of 0.6329 cm/s works well for measurements
of the blackbody source at 600-10000 C and of the Cube Inc. burner with our
setup.
4. While the instrument is gathering data, watch for the message, "ADC Satu-
rated." Also check for unexpectedly large high-frequency components in the
gathered spectrum. If either or both of these are present, the measurement
should be repeated with smaller gain and/or higher mirror velocity.
5. Be careful not to disturb the alignment of the optics or change the aperture di-
ameter during the course of a measurement, particularly between the measure-
ment of a sample and calibrating source. Changes in the optics can adversely
affect the accuracy of the calibration.
4.5 True Spectrum Estimation
Having achieved a relatively high degree of consistency in the transfer function mea-
surements, we are ready to use this system to obtain a calibrated thermal emission
measurement. As one more check on the accuracy of this measurement system, we
first used it to calibrate the spectrum of the blackbody source at a known tempera-
ture and then fit the calibrated spectrum to Equation 3.2 using temperature as the
fit parameter and the response function to weight the fit.
Figure 4-6 shows that this calibration resulted in a nearly ideal spectrum with an
error of only one degree in the fit (0.09 percent error). The only places where the data
noticeably diverges from the fit are at low a and at a a 2500 1/cm where we see a small
spike. The deviation at low a is most likely due to the fact that this region is outside
of the spectral range of the DTGS, CaF2 detector and beamsplitter combination (see
Table 2.1). The spike can be explained by the fact that it is located near the carbon
dioxide absorption line. The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere along
the radiation's path to the detector may have changed slightly between measurements,
causing the carbon dioxide line not to be completely eliminated in the calibration
process.
With the same pair of spectra used to calibrate the data in Figure 4-6, we also
calibrated and fit a somewhat lower temperature blackbody spectrum at 7500 C. This
fit resulted in an error of 2 degrees (0.2 percent). With three other sets of measure-
ments, we consistently found that fits of lower temperature spectra or using lower
temperatures for calibration gave more error than when higher temperature data was
used. When only data corresponding to temperatures greater than or equal to 8500C
where used for calibration and fitting, our average error in the fit was 0.56 percent,
whereas the average error when any of the three spectra had a lower temperature was
1.2 percent. The highest error out of this set of measurements was 3.98 percent from
a fit of data with a true temperature of 750 0C calibrated with spectra at 900 and
925 0C.
These results suggest that we do indeed get a reasonably accurate measurement
of the true spectral radiance using this two-temperature method. They also illustrate
the importance of using relatively high temperature spectra for calibration and tell us
that we can expect an error of about 1.2 percent for a calibrated spectrum of a source
with temperature at about 7500 C, though the error may be as much as 4 percent.
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Figure 4-2: Transfer functions obtained using DTGS detector, CaF 2 beamsplitter,
aperture diameter = 1 inch, and temperature = 8000C. In (a), gain is varied and
mirror velocity is held constant at 0.6319 cm/s. In (b), the mirror velocity is varied
while gain is held constant at 8. Figure (c) shows the difference between spectra
when the detector is saturated and unsaturated - the gain was changed from 8 to
4 to eliminate detector saturation while 3glocity was held constant at 0.3165 cm/s.
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Figure 4-3: Transfer functions versus wavelength varying aperture diameter and tem-
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Figure 4-5: Transfer functions versus wavelength. Varying aperture diameter, d, (1/2,
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1.8988 cm/s, using a neutral density filter, MCTA detector, and CaF2 beamsplitter.
Changing gain as appropriate to prevent saturation. Percentages on each subplot
represent the average percent height difference between the three transfer functions
in that subplot. Other external optics parameters: fl= 7.62 cm, f2= 15.24 cm, a =
22.86 cm, s= 11.43 cm, magnification = 2.
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Figure 4-6: Calibrated spectrum of blackbody source at 900 0 C (1173K). Calibrated
with blackbody spectra at 850 and 950 0C. Plotted with ideal blackbody fit.
Chapter
Cube Inc. Burner Emittance
Measurement
In this chapter, we measure spectral radiance of a ceramic burner, asses the accuracy
of this measurement using the contactless temperature sensor, and then calculate the
thermal emittance.
5.1 Burner Radiance
(a) Burner before ignition. (b) Ignited burner.
Figure 5-1: Cube Inc. ceramic burner before ignition and while in use.
We used the FTIR setup to measure the spectra of two ceramic burners, manufac-
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Figure 5-2: Calibrated measurements of spectral radiance of Burner 1 at several
temperatures.
tured by Cube Inc. One such burner is shown in Figure 5.1. The measurements were
carried out on different days and a new set of calibration measurements were taken
for each. The calibrated spectra of the first burner (which we will call Burner 1) are
shown in Figure 5-2 and those of the second, Burner 2, are shown in Figure 5-3.
Figure 5-4 shows one measurement of each burner with similar temperatures plot-
ted on the same scale. They differ only slightly in shape.
5.1.1 Accuracy of Radiance Measurements
In order to obtain the best possible calibration of the burner spectra, we collected an
extra blackbody measurement (one beyond the necessary two). This allowed us to test
that a pair of blackbody spectra could accurately reproduce a near-ideal spectrum
of the third. The accuracy of the reproduced spectrum was checked by fitting it
to the ideal blackbody equation and comparing the fit temperature with the known
temperature.
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Figure 5-3: Calibrated measurements of specthe radiane mediance of Burner 2 at several
temperatures.
For the Burner 1 calibration, we found the best fit accuracy (three Kelvin off, or
0.25 percent error) when calibrating with the 900Cexterna and 950C blackbody measure 2-1. The sensor-
ments. For Burner 2, we also used the 900 and 950'C measurements for calibration
as the corresponding fit temperature matched the known temperature exactly.
Another assessment of the accuracy of the radiance measurement can be obtained
from the temperature sensor's readings. At the same time that we measured a burner
spectrum with the FTIR, we also measured the temperature with a contactless tem-
perature sensor arranged with the external optics as shown in Figure 2-1. The sensor
works by measuring spectral radiance at A = 5.2jim and, given a value for the emis-
sivity of the sample at that point, matching it to an ideal blackbody spectrum. We
can imitate this procedure with the calibrated spectrum from the FTIR and thus use
the thermometer's measurement as a check on the accuracy of our calibration.
On average, our temperature measurement was 3.5 percent off (about 35 0C) from
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Figure 5-4: Calibrated measurements of Burner 1 (1/21 data) and Burner 2 (1/27
data) at similar temperatures.
the temperature sensor measurements. Much of this error, however, must be system-
atic since all of the temperatures from the FTIR spectra were larger than those from
the sensor.
In spite of the systematic error, if we assume the variation in the FTIR-based
temperature measurements obeys gaussian statistics, we can say that our calibration,
at worst, has a 95 percent chance of being accurate to within 50 0C. If the systematic
error can be identified and corrected, the variation indicates that we will instead have
a 95 percent chance of being within 12 degrees of the actual temperature.
5.2 Burner Emittance
To obtain the emittance from the spectral radiance, we must divide spectral radiance
by the ideal blackbody spectrum at the same temperature as the source. Using the
temperature that we deduced from the FTIR spectrum at 5.2pm, we obtained the
emittance measurements shown in Figure 5-5 for Burner 1 and in Figure 5-6 for
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Figure 5-5: Thermal emittance measurement of Burner 1 using FTIR-based temper-
ature measurements.
Burner 2.
These emittance measurements are, for the most part, consistent at wavelengths
greater than 3.5i/m, but diverge after that point and become larger than one for very
small wavelengths. If the burners could accurately be described as being in thermal
equilibrium with a single temperature thermal bath at any given point in time, then
these inconsistencies would be unexpected and emittance greater than one would
seem to violate the second law of thermodynamics. As it is, however, the burner is
semi-translucent and has large thermal gradients between its edges and core. That
being the case, if the burner material is more transparent to short wavelengths of
radiation than to long wavelengths, we expect that the main contribution from the
hot center of the burner to the spectrum measured by the FTIR to be in the short
wavelength range. Thus, the spectrum measured by the FTIR would have a long
wavelength region mostly from cooler regions of the burner near its surface and a short
wavelength region with contributions from the hot core. It is therefore reasonable to
expect the FTIR temperature measurement based on the point at 5.21pm (a relatively
large wavelength) to be low compared to the temperature of the core and the short
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Figure 5-6: Thermal emittance measurement of Burner 2 using FTIR-based temper-
ature measurements.
wavelength radiation to have an emittance greater than one.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have demonstrated our measurement system's ability to measure a region of a
source as small as 1/4 inch (0.635cm), reproduce a blackbody spectrum with an
average error of only 1.2 percent from raw data, and reproduce the spectrum of a
ceramic burner so that it agrees with temperature sensor measurements within 3.5
percent (on average). Finally, we also demonstrated that we can obtain thermal
emittance from our spectral radiance and contactless temperature measurements.
The tools we have developed here have numerous applications. Our group, for
example, will use this setup to measure the emittance of photonic crystals, testing
predictions of computer simulations. In addition to shedding light on the validity of
assumptions used to build the model (and therefore also the related physics), these
measurements will also help us characterize photonic crystals and radiation sources
in order to build efficient thermal photovoltaic energy generation systems.
Examples of such systems include portable electricity generation systems powered
by combustion in burners (such as the one measured in chapter 5 of this thesis), deep
space probes powered by radio isotopes, and solar photovoltaics. Without photonic
cyrstals, much of the energy radiated from the sources would be wasted since it falls
below the minimum energy required to produce conducting electrons in photovoltaic
cells. Photonic cystals absorb and reradiate incident radiation so that, with an ap-
propriate design, they will eliminate some of this waste and therefore greatly increase
the efficiency of radiation to electricity conversion.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code
A.1 Loading FTIR Data
Given three sets of data gathered using the FTIR collection software, saved as plain
text, and named spectruml, spectrum2, and spectrum3, use this to load them into
MATLAB:
load spectruml
load spectrum2
load spectrum3
The data will have two columns. The first labels the horizontal axis in wavenumber
(1/cm). Making a vector from this column:
sigma=spectruml(:,1);
Creating a corresponding vector in wavelength (cm):
lambda=. /sigma;
Creating vectors of the spectral data from the second column of the data files (as a
function of wavenumber):
yl=spectruml (:,2);
y2=spectrum2(:,2);
y3=spectrum3(:,2);
Spectral data as a function of wavelength:
ylL=yl./(lambda.^2);
y2L=y2./(lambda.^2);
y3L=y3./(lambda.^2);
A.2 Creating Ideal Blackbody Plots
This file for creating vectors corresponding to ideal blackbody spectra can only be run
after the code in the previous section which loads the data since it uses the horizontal
axis vector, sigma.
Loading values of fundamental constants in cgs units:
Planck's constant in erg*sec:
h=6.626068e-27;
Speed of light in cm/sec:
c=29979245800;
Boltzmann's constant in erg/Kelvin:
k=1.3806503e-16;
Temperature in Kelvin (here, we chose 9000C):
T=273+900;
Initializing and filling blackbody vectors which are the same length as sigma:
1900sig=ones (1, length(sigma));
19001=ones (1, length(sigma));
for i=1:length(sigma)
s=sigma(i);
I900sig(i)=(2*h*c^2*(s^3))/(exp(h*c*s/(k*T))-1);
1=1/s;
I9001(i)=2*h*c^2/((1^5)*(exp(hec/(l*k*T))-l));
end
Repeat for a different temperature:
T=273+950;
I950sig=ones (1, length(sigma));
19501=ones(1,length(sigma));
for i=1:length(sigma)
s=sigma(i);
I950sig(i)=(2*h*c^2*(s^3))/(exp(h*c*s/(k*T))-1);
1=1/s;
I9501(i)=2*h*c^2/((1^5)*(exp(h*c/(l*k*T))-1));
end
A.3 Calibrating Spectra
This code can only be run after the FTIR spectra have been loaded and the ideal
blackbody curves generated. It makes use of Equations 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 to generate
vector representing background (G), response (R), and the calibrated spectra.
To use this code, first load two blackbody spectra of different temperatures to be
used for calibration. This code is set up such that these spectra must be functions
of wavenumber. For this example, assume that spectruml and spectrum2 from the
previous sections are blackbody spectra measured when the blackbody source's tem-
perature was 950'C and 9000 C respectively and that we wish to calibrate spectrum3.
sl=yl;
s2=y2;
Enter spectrum to be calibrated (does not have to be a blackbody spectrum):
s3=y3;
Enter blackbody spectra (in terms of wavenumber) corresponding to the same tem-
peratures as spectruml and spectrum2:
11=I950sig';
12=I900sig';
Calculate the response (unitless):
R=(sl-s2)./(11-12);
Calculate the background (as a function of wavenumber):
G=(s ./R)-11;
Calculate calibrated spectrum as a function of wavenumber:
13=(s3./R)-G;
Calibrated spectrum as a function of wavelength:
13L=((s3./R)-G)./(L. ^2);
Appendix B
Spatial Selectivity Test of External
Optics
As a test that our external optics setup can indeed select a spot on the source for
measurement, we covered the right half of the blackbody source opening with a sheet
of standard printer paper and compared the spectra taken by turning the source
mirror slightly to the left and right. The aperture diameter was set to 1/4 inch,
so we expect the selected region to have a 1/8 inch diameter. We were able to tell
approximately where the light was focused because the FTIR is equipped with a low
power HeNe laser directed along the beam path.
One potentially problematic factor is that, as previously mentioned, the object
that is imaged at the variable aperture is about two inches inside the blackbody
source. Due to the difficulty of accessing this point, our paper shield was at the
opening. Also, the spot formed by the laser beam was not completely uniform and
about 1/4 inch in diameter. We chose an identifiable point within the laser spot to
use as a reference when measuring how far we turned the mirror left or right.
Spectra were taken with the laser pointing to the center of the opening when it
was completely covered and uncovered. Then, only the right half of the opening was
covered and the source mirror was rotated horizontally so that the laser beam was
1/8, 1/4 and 3/8 inch away from the edge of the paper to the left or right (in the
plane of the paper). We expect to see reduction in intensity as we point the laser
beam farther away from the center of the opening on either side since radiation will
be blocked by the sides of the neck. Our results are shown in Figure B-1.
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Figure B-1: Spectral data taken with BB source opening half covered and laser beam
pointing various horizontal distances from the paper's edge. These are plotted with
spectra taken with a centered laser beam and the opening completely covered or
uncovered.
The shape and the intensity of the spectrum obtained when the source is com-
pletely covered is dramatically different from that of the spectrum obtained when the
source is uncovered. As anticipated, our results show that all spectra taken with the
laser pointing even as little as 1/8 inch to the right of the edge of the paper take on
the shape of the covered spectrum and spectra taken with the laser to the left take on
the shape of the uncovered spectrum. Also, we see a reduction in intensity roughly
by a factor of 40 between the spectra taken 1/8 inch to the right compared to that
taken 1/8 inch to the left.
In spite of the location of the paper and the difficulty in determining the exact
direction of the laser beam, these results clearly show that we do have a high degree
of spatial selectivity. The diameter of the spot of radiation that makes it to the
detector must be about 1/8 inch (or less) in light of the vast differences between our
measurements 1/8 inch to either side of paper shield.
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